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THE LORD OF THE RINGS Makes Top 5 Series Debuts
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Prime Video’s The Lord of the Rings: The Rings of Power premiere makes the top 5 
for most viewership in the first 3-days post release. HBO’s recent debut of House of the 
Dragon holds onto the top spot, besting Netflix’s hit The Witcher and key Disney+ Marvel 
launches. 

CVMi. Global Panel. Ranked by viewership (as tracked by TV Time users) for each show’s respective first 3 days post initial 
premiere date indicated. Data as of September 5, 2022
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Big Hits - Benchmarking Demand 
Anticipation and viewing intent for titles across platforms
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Source: CVMi. Global Total Followers* of select titles by Days from Release (Day 0) as of September 5, 2022.
*Followers are those who add a title to their Watch List in TV Time, expressing intent/interest to view.

When looking at known global hits at the same points in time, we can see HBO’s House of the Dragon had the most 
interest from audiences going into its debut. Prime Video’s The Lord of the Rings: The Rings of Power, pacing just below 
Dragon, was in line with Netflix’s major hit series The Witcher at their respective debuts, but is now seeing slower growth 
post-premiere.
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Audience Retention from Premiere to Episode 2
The Lord of the Rings retains its debut audience better than House of the Dragon

● The Lord of the Rings: The Rings 
of Power retained 87% of its 
premiere audience into Episode 2.

● Its retention is stronger than House 
of the Dragon and in line with 
She-Hulk Attorney at Law. It should 
be noted that Prime Video dropped 
both episodes 1 & 2 of LOTR at time 
of debut.

● While The Wheel of Time and 
Obi-Wan Kenobi display higher 
retention rates into Episode 2, it 
should be noted that these two series 
have been available to watch longer 
than the others, giving viewers more 
time to view the episodes. 
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Source: Global Panel, percentage of premiere viewers who watched Episode 2. 

As of September 5, 2022.
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Driving Conversion
From interested consumer to engaged viewer
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Which big debuts have been most successful at converting interested viewers into actual viewers in their first 3 days? 
Disney+ Originals stand out as debuts with massive followings leading into launch, coupled with very high 3-day conversion rates.

House of the Dragon holds its spot as biggest debut in terms of viewers in its first 3 days, 
with nearly half (48%) of followers converting to viewers in that time. LOTR ranks 5th in terms 

of viewership in its first 3 days, with a lower conversion rate of 44%

Source: CVMi. Global Total Panel of select titles by Days from Release (Day 0) as of Sep 5, 2022.
*Followers are those who add a title to their Watch List in TV Time, expressing intent/interest to view. Viewers are those who have marked an 

episode as watched in TV Time. Conversion Rate is percent of followers who watched at least 1 episode.

Followers Viewers
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Emotional Profiles
How are viewers perceiving LOTR and HOTD?

6 Source: CVMi. Global panel. Balanced. Data is from premiere day for each show through 9/5/2022.

LOTR viewers find that the 
show makes them feel 
“reflective” and “thrilled.” 
“Bored” is also above average, 
as is “confused”, albeit to a 
lesser degree.

HOTD’s “tense” scores are at a 
higher level than those for LOTR. 
“Reflective” and “understood” are 
also positive here, but “bored”  is 
also below average, as is 
“confused.”
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Comments on LOTR: The Rings of Power
Thrilled 

Thrilled viewers of LOTR: The Rings of 
Power are praising the cinematography and 
production quality of the first two episodes of 
the show… and the character relationships.  

Source: CVMi. Global Panel. Balanced. As of September 5, 2022.
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Comments on LOTR: The Rings of Power
Bored

Bored viewers of LOTR: The Rings of Power complain 
about writing, acting and the show not being faithful to the 
source material.

Source: CVMi. Global Panel. Balanced. As of September 5, 2022.8
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Comments on HoD
Thrilled 

Nostalgia and similarities between GoT and HoD 
characters is a clear pattern amongst the viewers 
who expressed being thrilled when watching the 
first two episodes of House of the Dragon.

Source: CVMi.  Global Panel. Balanced. As of September 5, 2022.
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Comments on HoD
Bored

Those who felt Bored after watching first two episodes of 
House of the Dragon complained about the production 
quality, bad writing and lack of action.

Source: CVMi. Global Panel. Balanced. As of September 5, 2022.
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THANK YOU
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